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graphitic oxide resembling that furnished by the graphite

which crystalhses from molten cast iron, but differing from
that which plumbago yields to the same processes. The
author quoted suggests that bisulphide of carbon, acting

on the iron at a high temperature, may have been instru-

mental to the deposition of this graphite.

Mr. Gibbons, in commenting on these observations, and
referring to the so-called graphitic acid of Brodie, showed
some fine specimens of the crystalline laminae of graphite

(Kish) from cast iron.

Art. XLIII. —On a Specimen of Native Copper recently

found at Footscray, near Melbourne, Victoria.

By G. FooRD, Esq.

[Esad at Annual Converzatione, July 1872.]

I have the pleasure of directing the notice of our visitors

and of the members of our Society to a recently discovered

mineral specimen, which presents certain points of interest.

It is a specimen of native copper ; a weighty mass of

nearly pure metallic copper, of an arborescent form

;

it was picked up close to the works of Messrs.

McMeikan and Co. on the banks of the Yarra, at Footscray,

near the juuction of the Saltwater River. It was accidentally

discovered among loose fragments of weathered basalt or

trap, of which tlie bank of the river at that point is com-
posed ; and Messrs. McMeikan and Reed have kindly placed

it at ni}' disposal for exhibition this evening.

On picking up a metallic mass of this kind the first

question forced upon the mind is that of its origin

;

we ask, "how came it there?" and among jiossible solu-

tions will naturally occur the suggestion of its having

formed part of a cargo of a ship, and of its having been acci-

dentally discharged during adjustment of the ship's ballast,

on the spot. Wethink of Adelaide copper ores; of ships bear-

ing them in past times to NewSouth Wales, and putting in at

Port Phillip, on their way to Great Britain. But then occurs

also the idea of rich ccjpper ores discoverable on the spot

whence our specimen is derived ; and in deciding between
these and other possibilities, the evidence, if any, afforded

by the specimen itself, ought to be very carefully weighed.

"Is this individual lump of metallic copper derived from
K 2
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the basaltic rocks, among the debris of which it has been,

found, or has it been transported to this position ?
" —that is

the question to which, in a manner as concise as possible, I

wish now to direct your attention.

We all know that basalt (" bluestone " as it is com-
monly called in Victoria) is a natural rock whose chemical

composition is comparable to that of the coarser kinds
of glass, such as black bottle glass, —that it has been
spumed out in a molten state from the interior through the

outer crust of the earth, just as the lavas of Vesuvius are

seen to be poured out in devastating volumes at the present

day. But these basalts present very little of the physical aspect

of glass. They have been poured out in a molten condition,

gravitating and tilling up the valleys, and forming vast

plains of molten vitreous material, which by slow cooling

has gradually solidified, and has also undergone a well

recognised change, to which glassy matters when slo^vly

cooled are known to be subject. Ceasing to be vitreous, the

basalt by slow cooling, has become crystalline, and most of the

basalts, as we find them, have undergone further changes

of decay, due to atmospheric influences, to which all

rocks, even the hardest, are more or less subject. This

concise explanation concerning the origin of basaltic rocks

and their physical condition will, I trust, prepare the

way for what I have in the next place to advance ; and it

will now be very much to the point if we ask, —whether the

occurrence of native metals in the basalts has been in any
instance ascertained ? To this question I may at once

answer that such occurrences are known, and I may add
that the recorded instances are of a most interesting

character.

In the first place, let me mention that it has been jDointed

out by Professor Andrews of Belfast (a most reliable

authority), that metallic iron is very commonly present, in

minute proportions, in such rocks. If iron be placed in a
solution of blue vitriol or sulphate of copper, the iron is

dissolved and its solution is accompanied by a corresponding

precipitation of metallic copper. Dr. Andrews, employing
this precipitation of copper as a test of the presence of

minute particles of metallic iron ; immersing his powdered
rock specimens in the sulphate of copper solutions,

examined them under the microscope, and observed little

arborescent tufts of metallic copper, often two or three such

deposits in the field of the microscope at one time.
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But Ludwig Becker obtained a specimen of metallic zinc

from a cavity in tlie basalt at Brunswick (near Melbourne)
;

doubts were expressed at the time concerning the genuine-

ness of this discovery ; in one of the English scientific

journals it was compared to the spurious nuggets stated as

being so commonly manufactured on the Australian goldfields.

There are no doubt many among our visitors now present

to whom Becker was personally known, and who have a

vivid recollection of his zeal and attainments ; I believe it is

needless to speak of personal reliability ; but I may be
permitted to add that I had opportunity of examining his

specimen, and that its hackled fracture, its crust with a

peach-blossom tint, and indeed its characters generally, left

no doubt on my mind of its being; a mineral, intact and in

its native state —a new mineral species.

Admitting these examples as showing that native metals

do occasionally occur in basaltic rocks, then we arrive at the

particular question, namely, does native copper ever occur

under such conditions ? The answer to this is, that copper

mines pertaining to trap formations appear to have been
worked from the time when the Phoenicians traded

with Cornwall for tin, and that such deposits of

native copper are worked at the present day. At
Lake Superior, native copper, thus geologically related,

is found in masses of what would seem as almost a fabulous

weight. Dr. Daniel Wilson, in his work, " Prehistoric

Man," states, that in the veins of the copper regions of Lake
Superior, the native metal occurs in enormous masses
weighing hundreds of tons, and many loose blocks of con-

siderable size have been found on the lake-shore, or lying

detached on the surface. He describes a visit to these

mines, and speaks of passing in some cases literally through
tunnels made in the solid copper. He describes the floors

of the levels strewed with the copper shavings struck off

in the effort to detach blocks of the metal from the solid

vein, and in cutting them clown to dimensions sufficiently

small for transport. One mass of copper quarried from the

cliff mine has been estimated to weigh eighty tons. It was
sufficiently detached from its rocky matrix, without injur-

ing its original formation, to admit of its dimensions being
obtained with considerable accuracy, and it was found to

measure fifty feet long, six feet deep, with an average of

about six inches of thickness —a wall of solid copper.

In London, thirty years since, I myself saw a mass of
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Lake Superior copper of not less than half a cubic yard
bulk.

But with this Lake Superior copper, metallic silver is

also found, not in alloy, but distributed in isolated patches

and crystals through the copper mass ; and I should like to

point out that this peculiar relation of the silver to the

copper appears to be indicative rather of after changes of

an electro-chemical nature, as the origin of these metallic-

masses, than of their presence in the original molten silicates

when first spumed out. This would certainly apply to the

silver, and I beg to lay. stress on the probability of its also

applying to the copper, the precipitation of which would
certainly result from the percolation of water charged, how-
ever feebly, with copper salts, through fissures in which
metallic iron (as Andrews has shown it to exist) was originally

present. Very similar conditions to those which produce

the common haloid compounds of copper —coj)per pyrites

for instance —in the veins of the Cornish mines, would
in basalts originally charged with metallic iron, produce
deposits of metallic copper, and ultimately those also of
metallic silver, as found at Lake Superior, silver salts being

present in the mine waters.

But returning to this specimen from Footscray, it may be
now asked whether there is any physical proof in the

specimen itself connecting it with the facts i^ertairdng to the

copper-bearing trap rocks of Lake Superior 1 I confess that

when I first handled the specimen I could not resist the temp-
tation presented by a small and delicately attached portion of

it; a slight pressure of the thumb detached this fragment from
the mass. (I maj" mention that Mr. McMeikan was present

when this happened.) I examined this detached fragment
for silver, but failed to detect the precious metal, so that

this correspondence is so far wanting. 1 do not say that

silver is altogether absent from the mass, but the point is

one which w^ould require a further trespass on Messrs..

McMeikan's indulgence and a more extensive inroad on the

specimen for its solution.

There is, however, another fact, —the hollows of the-

specimen contain a portion of the attached but altered

matrix. I have taken liberties with this portion, and
have ascertained that it is of a steatic nature —a silicate

of alumina and magnesia —a composition pointing to a

basaltic origin ; in fact, the position in which the specimen

was found, the nature of the rocky debris with which it was-
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associated, and the nature of the adherent matrix, appear to

indicate that its occurrence belongs to a class of natural

facts in which the existence of metallic iron, zinc, silver, and
copper in basaltic rocks are included.

There are rich copper mines in the basaltic rocks of Lake
Superior, and derived from the basalt of Footscray a sample
of native copper has been found : of course the latter is

interesting scientifically, but what I wish to say in con-

clusion, is, that this specimen found at Footscray is but an.

isolate example of what elsewhere exists on a grand scale,

and that outlay of capital in searching for a copper mine at

Footscray, or a zinc mine at Brunswick, would be hardly
warranted by the limited discoveries already made.

Art. XLIV. —On Yan Yean Water.

By Sydney W. Gibbons, Esq.

[Read Sth July, 1872.]

This paper consisted of a few notes descriptive of the
results of a microscopic examination of Yan Yean Water.

AnT. XLV.

—

The Use of Bisulphide of Carbon as a Solvent

in the Bxtraction of Vegetable Oils, &c. By J. Cosmo
Newbery, Esq.

[Read 12tli August, 1872.]

My paper this evening is a summary of a series of experi-

nents made in the chemical laboratory of the Industrial and
Technological Museum by Mr. J. L. Graham, who has been
s-ttending the chemical class devoting his time to the

inalyis and manufacture of manures, and the extraction of

valuable substances from the refuse of our factories.

Mr. Graham does not claim any new chemical or manu-
facturing discoveries

;
yet I think his practical results are

of sufficient importance from an industrial point of view, to

be brought before this Society, and so be made generally

known, especially at this time when so much attention is

being given to the question of novel industries.

Amongst other substances the refuse of the meat pre-

serving companies was experimented upon, with the view


